Emergence of Japanese Silk Waste Industry
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What is silk waste? How did the silk waste industry develop and where?

This

paper clarifies the characteristics of the silk waste industry and the significance of its
particular role both in the world and Japanese market, focused on the intercommunication
among mediators of different cultures at the dissemination phase of the industry.
The silk waste industry, from the very beginning, was able to use cotton/woolspinning machinery and develop as a factory-based large-scale industry, and this makes it
different from the silk-reeling industry. So the vital factor for the success of the industry
was the introduction of technology from the places a technocrat chose to visit -Austria, Italy,
and Switzerland, around the Alps.
Though the silk waste is much-neglected field in the accumulated research of the
silk industry, it contributed to the modern consumer society with the relatively cheap and
flamboyant meisen kimono. The impact of the silk waste industry can be understood
properly not only in terms of its success as an export industry but also in terms of the great
demand for meisen, which changed the urban scenery with vivid colors and European
motifs.
We’ll see what was really going on during the 19th-20th century transition of
industrialization, depreciation of silk products and prevailing consumerism through the
phases of the technology introduction, rise in the world market, and use of spun silk yarn in

meisen.

1. What is Silk Waste?
Though silk is a luxury good consumed by the upper echelons of society as a symbol
of wealth, the term “waste” normally makes us think of something worthless or of no use. To
begin, we must clarify what silk waste really means; then afterward we’ll discuss when,
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where and how it was industrialized.
In Europe, the recycling of silk waste began in early medieval Italy at the latest.
For Venetian plain-cloth weavers (samitari), the use of silk waste (strosi) was totally banned
by regulations; this paradoxically tells us that it must have been very commonly used, as
Molà pointed out.1
On the other hand, in Asia, silk waste has been utilized throughout history. In
Japan, unreelable cocoons were processed into silk floss and recycled for padded garments,

futon and bridal headdresses.2 The hand spinning of degummed silk was women’s work of
winter in local sericulture communities, and it brought cash income. The kimono flat-woven
of spun silk is called tsumugi and it has characteristic textures such as stiffness and knots.
In the 1680s, the Tokugawa shogunate imposed a series of sumptuary laws to restrict
extravagant and luxurious displays, encourage frugality and ensure that people dressed
according to their status.3 At that time tsumugi was worn not only by the people of the

samurai class but also by ordinary townspeople. With the repeatedly imposed regulations,
most of the people were forbidden to wear silk clothing. Tsumugi made it possible to enjoy
invisible luxuries without breaking the bans. We can easily detect the daily use of tsumugi
in society in works such as Sharebon, late Edo-period novelettes about life in the red-light
districts.4

MOLÀ, The Silk Industry of Renaissance Venice, Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 2000, p.162.
The first detailed description of the manufacturing process of tsumugi appears on
Morikuni UEGAKI, the Secret Notes on Sericulture (Yōsan Hiroku), 1803, with
instructive illustrations.
3
IKEGAMI, Eiko, Bonds of Civility, Cambridge University Press, 2005, pp.255-260.
4 Cf. Saikaku IHARA, Nippon Eitai-gura, 1688. Shunsui TAMENAGA, Syunsyoku
Umegoyomi, 1832.
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Figure 1
An illustration of a geisha in Ueda-Jima
(tsumugi of Ueda) in Shunsui TAMENAGA,
Shunshoku Ume Goyomi, 1832.

Photo 1 A sample book of tsumugi woven in Ueda in 1900:
Komagane Silk Museum.

Industrialization and depreciation in Europe
All silk is composed of insoluble protein, fibroin (67%) and sericin (33%), which is
the hard gum coating of the fibroin. Before the introduction of machinery, the coating must
be removed, dissolved, and washed away. There are two methods: soap and soda boiling and
fermentation (schapping) which was invented accidentally in Gersau, sitting on the shore of
Lake Luzern. Schapping technique was brought to Alsace and in 19th century France, it was
the main method; English throwsters, however, chose the other way, while the Swiss mixed
both.5
At the end of the 18th century, English silk spinners adopted the spinning mule as
cotton spinners of the same period.6 In France they introduced the machine after the 19th
century. Dry cocoons of 100g contain 60g of silkworms and 25g of raw silk; the rest is silk
waste. From the 15g of silk waste, you can have schappe of 6.75g and bourette7 (silk noil)
1.5g.8
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LAFERRÈRE, Lyon, ville industrielle; Essai d’une géographie urbaine des techniques et
des entreprises, Paris, 1960, p.208.
GUÉNEAU, Lyon et le commerce de la soie, Lyon, 1923 (Rep. ed., New York, 1973),
p.238.
According to Tortora, bourette silk is a coarse silk yarn spun from the waste that is
produced in the manufacture of schappe silk, and the bourette yarn is a fancy ply yarn
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At the end of the 19th century, the depreciation of silk was on going in Europe more
radically than in Asia. Popularization of silk consumption was noticeable even in rural areas.
Also for ruffled laces and ribbons essential for crinoline, crinolette or bustle style in fashion,
and for lighter, softer and thinner cloth, such as silk muslin, demand grew more and more.9
As a consequence of the new trend in the emerging fashion industry, the
manufacturers were pressed to take effective measures as the introduction of
silk/wool-cotton or spun silk fabric. The first silk spinning mill was established in Basel,
Switzerland in 1824. In Bradford, England, they started producing washable Liberty silk. In
France, with the introduction of spun silk yarn, the price of silk fabrics was cut in half
during the 19th century.10 At the beginning of the 20th century the consumption of spun silk
consumed in Krefeld, Germany, was 93% of that of raw silk, and the consumption of cotton
yarn was 25% of that of raw silk.11
It is interesting how the industry was expanded to transcend the borders between
France, Switzerland, Italy, Germany and Austria. The mills of the Société anonyme de
filature de schappe scattered to Ambérieu-en-Bugey, Entraigues sur la Sorgue, Amplepuis,
Le

Vigan,

Troyes,

Croix-aux-Mines,

Rozzano

(Italy),

Kriens

and

Emmenbrücke

(Switzerland), except for only two mills near Lyon. In 1918, the Syndicat des filateurs de
schappe et de bourrette de France was established in Lyon, joined not only by French
companies but also by two companies of Basel.
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with knots or nubs produced during carding. Cf. TORTORA and JOHNSON, Dictionary
of textiles, London, 2013, p.71.
See, CLERGET, Les industries de la soie en France, Paris, 1925, p.26, and also,
GUÉNEAU, op. cit., p.232.
Hitoshi TAMURA, ‘Depreciation of silk textile in international markets from the end of
the19th century to the beginning of the 20th century: Analyzing the European and
American dyed textiles’ samples book’, in the bulletin of Saitama University, 56(1), 2007,
pp.291-305.
MARKOVITCH, L'industrie française de 1789 à 1964 - Conclusions générales.
Novembre 1966, pp.42-43.
Hachiro MITAMURA, Sekai no kengyo no koyo (An overview of world silk industry),
1905, p.64.
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Photo 2

Reelable cocoons and unreelable cocoons:

-Reelable cocoons.
-Double cocoons.
-Dirty and broken cocoons
Source) A depliant ‘Shinshu tsumugi’ of
Komagane Silk Museum

Silk W aste
A silk throwster processes the silk in skeins, which consist of a number of silk fibers of
equal lengths and diameters wound together. On the other hand, the silk waste spinner
receives bales of unreelable silk material in all forms. The various waste products are
divided into two general classes: gum wastes, and ordinary wastes. Gum waste is made
during the throwing process and is adapted for the making of yarns for lace, sewing, and
weft purposes, such as Frisons/bassinés (生皮苧). They are the tangled refuse to be stripped
off and cast aside prior to reeling. The cocoons are made of layers of silk, and frisons are of
the outer layers, or the first spun by the silkworm. Coarse but tough, they were liked by
continental spinners for schapping. The most important normal waste product is “cocoons
broken by silkworm moths” (degara-mayu 出殻繭), as this product is the most generated
and has good quality for silk spinning. There are also maggot-pierced cocoons (anaaki-mayu
穴明繭), double /douppion cocoons (tama-mayu 玉繭), dirty cocoons (yogore-mayu 汚繭/
sabi-mayu 銹 繭 ), and dead cocoons (shinigomori-mayu 死 籠 繭 ). There are some other
categories of normal silk waste. The wadding/blaze (繭毛羽) is a reticular, coarse and
tangled filament that allows silkworms to firmly anchor the cocoon. Despite that they often
become entangled in twigs, straws and leaves, they were also used favorably by continental
spinners. 12 So it is the spinner's job to straighten out these fibers, with the help of
machinery, to create a thread known as spun silk.

12

Cf. Japanese Tariff Classification Opinion based on WCO Classification Opinion.
http://www.customs.go.jp/tariff/kaisetu/data/50r.pdf Wadding also refers to the silk
packing inside the Chinaman’s coat as lining. See Ibid., p.38.
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Overflow of Asian silk waste in European Market
In the early 20th century, the well-known silk wastes in Europe were as follows.13
Though the best known and most widely used in England, Canton filature waste,
better known as steam waste, had deterioration problems that progressed year after year,
reflecting the labor disputes in China. Dark brown Tussah waste exported from Shanghai
was known as Newchwang (営口) Tussah waste and filature Tussah waste. Nankin Buttons
are a type of gum waste of exceptionally good color and luster from the interior of China via
Shanghai. The bulk of it is long in staple, but it is always mixed with so-called buttons,
which are really small portions of silk slightly matted together. Shanghai waste is all gum
waste, not quite as white as European silk, and harsher in feel. The wastes classed as fine
white were Chintzah (上等生皮苧) and Hangchow (杭州).14 Shanghai szechuen ( /seychuen

/sechuen) (四川) was a yellow waste and the prefix Shanghai was to distinguish it from
Canton waste of similar nature, sold as Canton szechuen. Canton gum waste is very similar
in appearance to the re-reel waste, but not as reliable, and is very often mixed with black
hairs, cotton, hemp, and so forth. Re-reel waste is a Canton gum waste produced in the mills
where the Canton raws are re-reeled, just in the same manner as Shanghai gum in the more
northern districts; but the former is of a softer nature, and has more luster. Cantons are the
most lustrous and of a creamy shade. The silk of Canton gum and steam waste is spun by
the same genus of worm. China Curlies were well-known waste products shipped from
Shanghai; their quality and appearance are more allied to steam waste than others shipped
from Canton. It is grayish white and harsh to the feel. The name “curly” is given because it
is full of little patches of material matted together, which bear a certain resemblance to a
curl of hair. The waste is favored both in Britain and on the continent. Shanghai long wastes
were the most expensive from the port. Although they were known as different names, being
produced in various inland districts, they bore a great similarity in appearance and qualities.
They have the appearance of nubs but are very long in staple. They yield exceedingly well
and are of a good light color. The production was limited and very few spinners could use

HOLLINS, Silk Throwing and Waste Silk Spinning, 1903, New York, pp.37-41.
Regarding Chinese silk waste, see Sanshi-gyo taikan (A general survey of the silk industry
in China), Sanshi-gyo dogyokumiai chuokai, Tokyo, 1929, pp.455-485.
14
There were also classifications as fine yellow, coarse white and coarse yellow.
13
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them, on account of their high price.

China wastes are from various sources, chiefly from English, French and Italian
throwsters. They are all long in staple. China soaped waste is from English and Scotch
throwing mills. It feels soft and loses luster in the washing process. French China wastes
were always bright and not as weighted with soap as the English ones. Italian and Swiss
wastes are of the same nature.
Among Japan wastes, the best-known waste shipped from Yokohama is the Kikai (器
械) Kibizzo (生皮苧), or Japan curlies. Kikai means ‘machine-made’ and Kibizzo comes from
the outer layer of cocoons as frisons. The strong and high-quality waste at a high price was
very much in demand.15 In appearance there is not much difference between this waste and

China curlies, except that the former is generally of a better color and contains curls of
larger size and longer staple, consequently yielding better. Japan wastes are more in
request by continental spinners than by English spinners, being well suited for the
schapping in vogue there. Iwashiro Noshi is another waste that is fairly well known here by
the spinners who use the very best class of wastes. Noshi (熨斗) is the extended Kibizzo.16
What the Shanghai long waste is to Shanghai, Iwashiro Noshi is to Japan. They are very
similar, except that the latter is a better color, and just as Kikai Kibizzo will fetch a better
price than China curlies, so Iwashiro Noshi is more valuable than Shanghai long waste. The
production is very limited. Noshito (熨斗糸) Joshiu	
  (上州) or Tamas (玉糸) is practically the
lowest class of Japan waste which is shipped for consumption in England for the ordinary
spinner, but there are many lower varieties from Japan which are well suited for continental
schappe spinners. Tamas are a stringy and knotted waste of double cocoons
(douppion/dupion) that are not very good in color and are subject to a certain amount of
refuse.17

Indian wastes were the most mixed and unreliable of all sorts, consisting of an
Kenzaburo MATSUSHITA, Silk Spinning of Silk Waste (Kuzumayu no seshi),
Maruyama-sha, 1908, p.19.	
 At the last moment of cocooning, the thread becomes too fine to
unwind. After the middle layers are reeled from the cocoon, the remaining part
(Sanagi-hada蛹肌) is discarded as waste for silk spinning. The removed oil of the cocoon is
used as a builder in soaps and the rest is plowed as a fertilizer in the field. The chrysalis
inside is used to feed carps in mountainous regions. Ibid., p.2
16
Ibid., p.19.
17
Ibid., p.8.
15
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admixture of cotton, twist, black hairs, string, and paper. The color varied from gray to
yellow. Punjum ( /panjam) was supposedly the most lustrous of all silks. It is stringy waste
in appearance, and it loses almost 50% upon boiling. Owning to the admixture of rice water,
in the reeling process, the threads mat together, and are consequently unwindable.
European wastes have very similar characteristics and are practically, with the
exception of the French and Italian nubs, the products of the silk-throwing mills, as
described under the heading Throwing. Nubs, however, are the long wastes produced in the
filatures where the raw silk is wound from the cocoon, and have the same appearance and
characteristics as the Shanghai long waste and Iwashiro Noshi, except that they are finer
and of a more classical nature. These nubs are particularly in request by the continental
spinners. Of the many varieties of European wastes, French China, Swiss China, Italian

China, French mixed, Piedmont, and Spanish waste were the best known.18 French China is
the waste produced in the French throwing mills working China raw silk. French mixed is
gray and yellow waste from the throwing mills and is composed of Bengal, Canton, Japan,
Italian, and French wastes. Piedmont waste is the fine Italian yellow waste made in the
throwing mills producing organzines and trams from Piedmont raw silk. It is one of the most
expensive yellow wastes, yielding very well and producing a strong, lustrous yarn of a very
elastic nature.

It is noteworthy that, in the early 20th century, the European markets were affluent
with silk waste from China and Japan. In the 1920s, there were at least 50 different
categories of Chinese silk waste alone.19 This phenomenon is explained by the fact that
European silk countries became importers of waste silk instead of exporters through
mechanization of the silk-spinning industry, at the beginning of the 20th century, as we see
in the fourth section.20 On the contrary, Asia remained an exporter of raw materials for a
while. Chinese waste silk was exported to Europe where it was spun into silk noil yarn,
which was then reimported into Canton and used by the local weavers to make a coarse
18
19

20

HOLLINS, op. cit., p.43.
Sanshi-gyo taikan (A general survey of the silk industry in China), Sanshi-gyo
dogyokumiai chuokai, Tokyo, 1929, pp.456-457.
Lillian M. LI, China’s silk trade: Traditional industry in the modern world 1842-1937,
p.81.
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cloth (shuijiebu).21 Regarding the Japanese silk waste, with limited production capacity, the
demand always exceeded the supply.
Because the source of silk waste is subject to sericulture, the emergence of the
silk-spinning industry was embodied only after the rise of silk reeling industry in Asia. Silk
spinning enabled the most effective way to recycle all refuse from throwing mills and make a
profit. The silk waste industry, from the very beginning, was able to use cotton/woolspinning machinery. This made a big difference, compared to the silk reeling industry, that
let the silk waste industry, develop as a factory-based large-scale industry.

2. Transmission of Technology:
Silk Spinning in Switzerland and Sericology in Görz (Gorizia)
Aside from the cultural tradition of making tsumugi, Japan imported its silk
waste industry from Europe -Switzerland, France, Italy and Austria-Hungary- at the end of
the 19th century. How did this transfer of technology happen? It occurred when a
former-samurai technocrat of the Ministry of Engineering, Nagaatsu Sasaki, went to
Austria to take part in the World Exposition 1873 in Vienna. Here he took the opportunity to
learn the most advanced technology of silk spinning in Europe. In addition, he made field
trips to Italy and to Switzerland, and also in Austrian Nice22, Görz（Gorizia）took lessons
from the director of the sericulture experimental station, Giovanni Bolle for two weeks, thus
completing his mission.
In the realization of Sasaki’s exploration in Europe, the Minister of Finance,
Okubo Toshimichi who joined the Japanese diplomatic journey Iwakura Mission

(1871-1873) as Vice Ambassador to negotiate the revision of unequal treaties, played an
important role. In Bradford, England and in Lyon, France, after visiting the spinning mills,
he found out that in Europe they succeeded in developing the silk waste industry with the
unreelable cocoons exported at the price of literal waste from Japan.23 At that time, soon
after having opened the country to foreign trade and diplomatic relations, the Japanese
21

22
23

However the use of the noil yarn represented a switch to a yarn inferior to and coarser
than raw silk. See R. Y. ENG, Economic imperialism in China: Silk production and
exports 1861-1932, U.C. Berkeley, 1986, p.152.
CZOERNIG, C., Gorizia la Nizza austriaca, tr. it., Gorizia, 1987.
Kasumi-kai (ed.), Naimusho-shi (History of the Ministry of Internal Affairs), vol.1, 1971.
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government was promoting the introduction of new industries to Japan. This is how they
realized the necessity to introduce the recycling industry to Japan as well: to raise the
market price of silk waste.24

In 1873, Sasaki from the Fukui Domain, departed for Vienna to supervise the
construction and operation of the Japan pavilion for Weltausstellung that was officially the
first exposition in which Japan would participate. Soon after having completed the
preparation for the expo, he was given new instructions to look into sericulture, silk reeling
and silk-spinning technology of Europe. 25 Regarding silk spinning, the first model
silk-reeling factory, Tomioka Silk Mill was already established in 1872 and was generating
tons of waste silk.

Following the Iwakura mission, Sasaki started visiting the places engaged in
sericulture or the silk industry in Italy and Switzerland for a month.26 In Italy, the
forefront of sericulture industry at that time, he made trips to Udine, Padua, Palma27
(Palmanova) and Cervignano28. In Switzerland, he paid a visit to the silk-spinning mills of
Basel and Luzern. 29 It wasn’t so easy for Sasaki to see the latest in cutting-edge

technology of Europe. To enter the factories, he once desperately asked a daughter of
the director to mediate.30 He tried to explain her that, in Japan, they needed to promote
the silk-spinning industry, utilizing the remaining abundant resources after export, and
Kunitake KUME, Bei-O Kairan Jikki, vol.II, Iwanami Bunko, 1975, pp.288-293.
Suguru SASAKI, Okubo Toshimichi, Kodansha Gakujutsu Bunko, 2004, p.211.
26 Nagaatsu SASAKI, Sanji Tansaku Ryakki, 1873.
27 Ibid., p.6. Written as パルマ(paruma) in Japanese, the location name presumably
indicates Palma rather than Parma.
28 Ibid., p.27. The location name is written as ツリヤノ(tsuriyano) in Japanese and it may
point to Cervignano del Friuli in the center of the Bassa Friulana Plain. The issue is that the
report says Cervignano of “Italy” even though Cervignano was on the Austrian side of the
border facing Italy. The chemist and microbiologist Louis Pasteur stayed in Cervignano
(1869-1870) at the Villa Chiozza, the laboratory of the chemist Luigi Chiozza(1828-1889) to
secretly execute research on pebrine. Because the library of the villa still keeps some books
written by Sasaki, such as the beautifully illustrated Nihon koyu no yosan kiki shiyosetsu
(the guide for traditional silk-breeding tools use in Japan), Sanmu mondo (Questions and
answers for sericulture), 1887-1889, and Sanshu no chui (Important points of silkworm egg
production), 1891, it is plausible that there was some relationship between Sasaki and
Chiozza.
29
N. SASAKI, op. cit., p.30.
30
Unpublished manuscripts of ‘History of Japanese Silk Spinning’ (Honpo kenshi boseki
shi kohon) in the bulletin of Kenshi boseki kyokai, XXII, January 1934, p.4.
24
25
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he had no intention to reveal the secret but just to see how things are done, as a public
servant instead of an engineer.
After the field trip to Italy and Switzerland, Sasaki went to Görz and stayed there
for a month.31 In Görz he was given a course in sericology by Giorgio Bolle, the director of
the sericulture experiment station of Görz, for two weeks. Sasaki’s report tells that he gave

a gift to Bolle to express his gratitude, being much obliged. 32 He also visited the
silk-spinning mill of the Ritter family who served as the presidents of the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry founded in 1850, from generation to generation, in Görz,
encouraging the economic development of the Bezirk (district). 33 Sasaki and his

companion Greeven, who ended up staying in Görz for four weeks, bought a set of
experimental equipment for sericological study in Japan. Finishing the trip to Görz,
Sasaki received a return order from Tokyo.

First of all, for what made it so relevant to be concerned with places that are not
so familiar to today’s Japanese people? And why did Sasaki choose Görz, a frontier town of a
economically backward country as Habsburg Empire, to complete his mission?
Some of the places to which he made trips were exactly the frontier of European
sericultural technology, transformed by the application of modern science, particularly the
discovery and diffusion of Louis Pasteur’s microscopic examination method of pebrine.
Originated in an uncertain period of time between the 10th and 11th century,
sericulture was introduced in Italy by Arabs to Sicily and by Byzantines to the other regions
of the South. There had possibly been other development centers of sericulture in the
peninsula; Lucca, Florence, Venice, and Genoa, due to contact with Orientals. Certain
bibliographical indications date the beginning of sericulture in Bologna to the 13th century
and to Trieste (13th-14th centuries).34 In the 16th century the silk industry crossed the Alps to
31

32
33

34

Giorgio BOLLE, Annuario dell’i. r. Istituto bacologico sperimentale di Gorizia, Gorizia,
1873, p. vi.
It is rare for Sasaki to mention such a personal relationship in his reports.
See, Nagaatsu SASAKI, Yosan Gakko Denshu Ryakki, 1873, p.14. and also, Camera di
Commercio e d’Industria di Gorizia, Rapporto generale della Camera di Commercio ed
Industria del Circolo di Gorizia rassegnato all’i. r. Ministero del Commercio sulle notizie
statistiche dessunte a tutto il 1858, Gorizia, 1859, p.26.
Bertelli BERGAMASCHI, M., Seta e colori nell’alto Medioevo. Il Siricum del Monastero
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Antwerp, Paris, Lille, and Bruges, and silk lace became a more precious status symbol than

jewels or cloth. In the 18th century, silk technology was disseminated in Germany,
Krefeld as well.
Görz is situated 40km northeast of Trieste, the deepest part of the Adriatic Sea, and
100km northwest of Venice. Both historically and geographically, influenced by the
Habsburg Monarchy and Venice, Görz maintained its own territory under Habusburg
dominion for more than 400 years, and being a part of Friuli, it developed as a
multi-national town, in which German, Friulian, Venetian and Slovene were spoken.
To overcome the backwardness of industries in Austria, the government founded 60
Chambers of Commerce and Industry in the Empire (29 in Austria, 14 in Hungary, 17 in
Lombardo-Veneto) to transmit the information for the development of the productive
structure to every district of the territory. The natural environment around the town made
it possible to develop mulberry cultivation and sericulture35 as viticulture, and this was the
only way to advance to the next economic stage of agriculture united with manufacturing
with the help of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry. (See Figure 3)

	
  Figure 3

Structure of Occupation in Görz 1890
number of persons ratio（％）

Agriculture
Mining
Industry
Commerce
Transport
Public Offices
Specialist
Pensioner
Soldier
Other

155,259
141
38,744
8,114
3,439
6,370
528
4,688
1,227
1,798

70.47
0.06
17.59
3.68
1.56
2.89
0.24
2.13
0.556
0.816

Total

22.308

100,00

Source) Rapporto statistico sulle condizioni dell’economia nazionale nel quinquennio 1891-1895 nel distretto
della Camera di Commercio di Gorizia, Gorizia, 1898, pp.14-21.

35

bresciano di San Salvatore, Milano, 1994, p.459.
Cf. Loredana Panariti, La seta nel settecento goriziano, Milano, 1996., p.11. Since the 18th
century, through the inflow of the sericultural entrepreneurs from the Venetian Plain to
Görz with mercantilist incentives, the town itself had also developed a sector in its rural
area, Farra, keeping the Venetian system for weights, measures and payments.
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At the end of the 1860s, even in Görz with the tradition of bachicolture since the
18th century, at the latest, the people in sericulture suffered from pebrine desease.36 In
1869, the Austrian government decided to establish a sericulture experiment station
(Istituto Bacologico Sperimentale) in Görz to celebrate the silver jubilee for their Kaiser in
December 1873.37 The station was created according to a model of the laboratory of Pasteur
at Lille38 University (1865-1869). And soon afterward in 1871, in Padua 40km west of
Venice, the Italian government founded R. Stazione bacologica sperimentale di Padova
following the station of Görz, as G. Pasqualis pointed out in his Lezione teoricopratiche di

bacologia del 1881.39
So since the time Pasteur began to work on his research in Lille, in 1865, the
sericulture experiment station was established in Görz within only four years and within
the next year in Padua. That was the awareness of the crisis of France, Austria and Italy
against their miniera dell’oro, local sericulture.40

Sasaki was playing an important role as an active meditator among different
industrial cultures. Once of the most important encounters during the sojourn is that
with Giovanni Bolle of the experiment station. 20 years after their first contact, the
director set foot on Japan’s soil for the first time. During the stay, he visited Fukushima,
Yanagawa, Shimamura, Tomioka, Ueda, Shiojiri, Nagano, Yoshida, Oji, Sendagaya, Azumi
Gori, Shizuoka, Awano, Nagoya, Kyoto, and its surrounding areas, accompanied by a son of
the technocrat, Dr. Chujiro Sasaki of Komaba Agricultural College of the Imperial
University of Tokyo, the pioneer of modern sericology and reeling technology in Japan.
Finishing his stay in Europe, Sasaki returned to Japan with the latest
silkworm-rearing tools, such as microscopes and hygrometers. As Ma indicated, Sasaki

”L’Osservatore triestino” del 18 maggio 1868.
In the annual report of 1873, the items to display for the first exposition held in a German-speaking
country are listed by Bolle.
38 Lille is a border town between France and Belgium and it has a tradition of silk industry
disseminated from Venice.
39 Maria P. MARSON, Bombyx Mori: la dotta industria bacologica e l’importanza di un
insetto nella vita dell’uomo, 2011, p.23.
40 G. PASQUALIS, Bacologia, Lezioni teorico pratiche di bacologia adottate allo stato
attuale della bachicoltura, Padova, Alla Minerva dei F.lli Salmin, 1881, pp.16-18.
L. PIGORINI, La R. Stazione Bacologica Sperimentale di Padova, nella rivista “La scienza
per tutti”, anno XXV, 1918, Milano, Stabilimento Grafico Matterelli, p.68.
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dedicated his life to advocating for the establishment of modern sericultural research and
education in Japan.41 We’ll see the results of Sasaki’s journey, such as thorough diffusion of
a national system for technological innovation, diffusion, and education.42

3. Rise of Japanese Silk Industry in Shinmachi
Sasaki returned to Tokyo at the very last moment of the year 1873. From that day,
he began his effort to establish the silk-spinning industry as one of the state-owned model
factories, and to disseminate sericological study in Japan.
As part of a series of interviews with people who had some contact with Okubo, 32
years after his assassination by six former samurais,43 81-year-old Sasaki explained how
the things were done, when he arrived in Yokohama. He recalls that he met the Minister for
the first time in Venice where he was taking care of the Iwakura Mission, but he must have
been mistaken, because there is no evidence that Okubo has ever been to Italy. Anyway
Sasaki went back to Japan to find that he didn’t belong to the Ministry of Industry anymore
but to the Industrial Agency (Kangyo-Ryo) in the Ministry of Home Affairs under Okubo.
The agency took over the duties of the Ministry of Finance just in February 1874. In March,
in the agency, four divisions were newly established. Sasaki was appointed as the Head of
the Sericulture Office of the Agricultural Division in Naito-Shinjuku, Tokyo.
Sasaki, encouraged by Okubo, tried to make as many representations as possible
and most of them were adopted. Because almost everything he obtained during his stay and
left in the Exposition office sank with a ship, he was forced to continue his duties with the
experimental apparatus of his property for sericological studies for more than five years. In
those years of difficulties, all the orders privately issued by Okubo to Sasaki were to
encourage, not interfere, the development of industry.
The knowledge of Okubo on sericulture and silk reeling was sometimes beyond
experts. Having also good knowledge of Japanese traditional hand-reeling filature, before
Debin MA, ‘Why Japan, not China, was the first to develop in East Asia: Lessons from
sericulture 1850-1837’, January 2004, in Economic Development and Cultural Change
volume 52, No. 2, p374-375.
42 BOLLE, La bachicoltura nel Giappone, Gorizia, 1898.
43 S. SASAKI, op. cit., pp. 210-219. The interviews to Sasaki were had from the 13th to 15th
December 1910.
41
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choose to introduce a machine, he indicated to compare European/Chinese machine with
Japanese machine. He was prescient enough to import morus multicaulis from Qing and
tried to import also tricuspid cudrania too.44

The establishment of the Silk Spinning Facility in Shinmachi, proposed by Sasaki, was
represented by the Councilor Okubo and others and in 1875, it was informally approved in
the Ministry of Home Affairs. In the same year, Sasaki was secretly ordered to select the
construction site and started looking for candidate sites in Tokyo, Saitama, Yamanashi,
Nagano and Gunma. At last he found Shinmachi where runs the Nukui River, with a water
level difference of 3.64m which is suitable for the hydropower water wheel. Shinmachi is
surrounded by the sericultural communities supposed to provide the source of the industry.
Furthermore, the place had good access to Tokyo and Yokohama via the Tone River.45 He
made the proposal in December 1875; and in the next month, the construction was approved,
aiming to commence in October 1877, and Sasaki was appointed as the construction
supervisor.
Soon after, he ordered the spinning machines from Kriens, Switzerland, and a
turbine waterwheel of the parallel-flow type of 20 hp. and a steam engine of 40 hp. from
Germany. At the same time, a Swiss engineer, a German engineer and an instructor,
Kreeven were invited for the installation of the machinery. During the construction, Sasaki
was ordered to participate in the fifth International Sericultural Congress held in Milan46
and was forced to be absent in Shinmachi for seven months.47
Finally the construction was finished in June 1877, earlier than expected, and a
ceremony was held to celebrate the opening of the facility in October. It was attended by the
Minister of Home Affairs, Toshimichi Okubo; the Minister of Finance, Shigenobu Okuma;
the Minister of Industry, Hirobumi Ito; the head of the Agricultural Division under the

44

45
46

47

This attempt was competed by Sasaki after the death of Okubo. See, S. SASAKI, op. cit.,
p.211.
90 years of history: Kanebo Shinmachi Kojo, p.9.
The first Congress was held in Görz, Austria-Hungary; the second in Udine, Italy; the
third in Roveredo, Switzerland; the fourth in Montpellier, France; the sixth in Paris.
Ibid., p.10.
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Ministry of Home Affairs, Masayoshi Matsukata; and others.48 The facility started the
business with 2100 flyer spinning frames and a congratulatory address by Okubo as follows:
“As I look back, Japanese were giving silk waste to foreign merchants as refuse of no use.

Now they evaluate it correctly and market it, turning the gratis of the past into a source
for benefits that they return to Japanese. How wonderful to see the industry rise.”
In the next year, when the 220 operatives of the factory welcomed the Emperor
and Empress, there were more than 220 of them. 49 At first, these operatives were

recruited from only former-samurai families and it was too difficult to find, because
there was a rumor going around that there were three “vampire foreigners” (komo-jin)
in the mill. Somehow the management succeeded in hiring 120 of them with the
assistance of prefecture officers. Being of good conduct, the operatives had such a good
reputation that the neighbors took the trouble to leave the house to see them going out
every weekend. If they divulged that they were working at the mill, they could easily
arrange their marriage.50
From January 1885, the factory operated for 23 hours per day on two shifts by
day and night. The operatives were paid for eight-hour shifts. In summer, working
hours were shortened from 23 to 21.
The spinning mill recruited not only girls but also young boys, unlike the
reeling mills. That contributed to the new creation of a new labor market in the local
economy. Silk spinning doesn’t require nimble-fingered operatives. Therefore, wages
weren’t so dependent on personal capacity, and that resulted in a flatter wage system
than that of silk reeling.
Since 1881 Shinmachi was administrated by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Commerce instead of by the Ministry of Home Affairs as Tomioka Silk Mill. In the same
year it was renamed the Shinmachi Spinning Mill. From 1877 to 1887, the facility of

Ibid., p.11.
In May 1878, Okubo was assassinated in Tokyo. Sasaki thinks that after his death, the
promotion of the silk industry was left to the Agricultural Agent and industrial
development policy reached an impasse. S. SASAKI, op. cit., p. 218.
50 Unpublished manuscripts of ‘History of Japanese Silk Spinning’ (Honpo kenshi boseki shi
kohon) in the bulletin of Kenshi boseki kyokai, XXV, January 1934, p.4.
48
49
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Shinmachi was under government management, but it was finally disposed off, to achieve
the original object to develop the private sector. The facility was sold for 150,000 yen to the
Mitsui clan, the root of one of the most prominent industrial and financial business
conglomerates (zaibatsu) of Japan. From June, the mill was managed in the name of
Tokuemon Mitsui. Later the management rights were transferred to the Mitsukoshi Mercer
Store (Mitsukoshi Gofuku-ten), and the factory was renamed the Shinmachi-Mitsukoshi
Spinning Mill, then the Mitsui Spinning Mill, adding 1,200 more ring-spinning machines.
At the beginning of the operation, the spun silk produced in Shinmachi found a
market in Isezaki, Hachioji, Kiryu, Ashikaga, Tokyo and more than 80% of the total amount
was sold in Kyoto. Later in Tango, north of Kyoto, spun silk gave birth to Spun Silk Chijimi,
using spun silk yarn as weft. Also, the silk weavers of Isezaki started utilizing the spun silk
of Shinmachi instead of imported French spun silk. Though the Weavers’ Union tried to
exclude spun silk, its use increased steadily. Spun silk was gradually adopted in various

textile-producing areas in Japan.
In 1889, silk-spinning mills were founded in Kyoto and Maebashi. Followed by
new establishments and mergers, in 1898, more than 33,000 spindles were seen in total. In
1902, the mills were merged into three: Nihon Ken-Men Boseki (Japan Silk Cotton
Spinning), Kenshi Boseki (Silk Yarn Spinning), and Fuji Boseki (Fuji Spinning) with 38,100
spindles.51

Though the Russo-Japanese War brought an unusual economic boom to
Japan, in 1911 Silk Yarn Spinning, the successor of Shinmachi Spinning Mill, was
finally merged with Kanebo Spinning Co. and renamed the Shinmachi Branch of
Kanebo Spinning Co. At the peak of its business, the corporation had more than 3,000
workers in its employ.
During WWII, designated by the Japanese Navy, they started to produce blaze for
aircraft components, substitute blankets and parachute fabric.52 Finally in 1975 silk
spinning was abandoned in Shinmachi. Spinning process of silk waste generates tons of
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Minoru HAMAZAKI, ‘Historical development of silk spinning industry: from the
establishment to the pre-war period’ (Kenshi bosekigyo no rekishiteki tenkai: Sogyo-ki
kara senzen-ki made), in Noringyo mondai kenkyu, XCV, June 1989, p.83.
90 years of history: Kanebo Shinmachi Kojo, p.37.
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chrysalises. This unexpected byproduct of the mill of Shinmachi, was recycled to feed
carps (koi) and Gunma, where Shinmachi is located, has become one of the most
important prefectures for carp breeding, along with Nagano.53

4. The Golden Years of the Silk Spinning-Industry in Japan
The peak of the silk-spinning industry came after the disposal sale of the facility
of Shinmachi to the private sector. After the Sasaki’s death in 1919, in the 1920s, several
newspapers reported the success of the spun-silk industry in Japan. In the 1930s, there
were 15 silk-spinning companies and 32 factories with about half a million spindles in Japan
and they had the largest world market share of 60%.
So what happened? For what reason was there such a big demand for spun silk?
Did it have any influence on the world market? And what was the impact on Japanese
society?

Due to improvements in living standards, the Japanese people were no longer
content only with cotton fabrics. It was so rare to wear only cotton even for people of lower
echelons. People recognized spun silk as something between cotton and raw silk, and they
tended to veil their contempt for spun silk fabrics at the beginning of the 20th century,
without knowing that they are already wearing it.54
The success of the silk-spinning industry in Japan is symbolized by

Tango-Chirimen crepe silk and Isezaki-Meisen. Chirimen is a traditional silk textile with
bumpy-textured grains on the surface, woven by twisting the threads. In Shinmachi, they
were the first to succeed in substituting spun silk yarn for the weft of Chirimen in 1878.
Though they started producing it with imported spun silk yarn from England and France at
first, with its spread of it in Japan, after the establishment of the Shinmachi Silk-Spinning
Facility, they introduced Japanese silk yarn for their business.55 Tango came to lead the

Chirimen silk crepe production, thanks to the establishment of the first private company for
Ibid., p.24.
Osaka Jiji Shinpo Newspaper (大阪時事新報) of April 29 of 1919.
55 Naigai Shogyo Shinpo Newspaper (内外商業新報) of August 7 of 1912. The newspaper
took the role of the bulletin for Mitsui and the predecessor of Nikkei Shinbun Newspaper.
53
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the silk-spinning industry in Kyoto, Daiichi Kenshi Boseki, in 1890.56
A meisen is a relatively cheap kimono of spun silk with vivid colors and
eye-catching designs that was widely popular with the public between the 1910s and 1930s.
Meisen silk that feels crisp and flexible is woven with pre-dyed threads, employing ikat
(kasuri) technique with plastic tapes or wooden boards. Otherwise it was simply printed
with stencil patterns after being woven. As Yamauchi points out, the demand for meisen
was stimulated through the system of fashion communication and promotion built by
department stores and wholesale dealers, namely fashion magazines, exhibitions and
fairs.57
Kon observed that more than 50% of the women passing by in Ginza, one of
Tokyo’s most frequented fashion retail districts, and also in front of Mitsukoshi Department
Store in Nihonbashi, were in meisen in 1925, and three years later, the ratio increased to
84%. 58 During the 1920s, while both personal consumption expenditures and textile
consumption as a whole were stagnating, only silk textile consumption increased, just
because of the craze for meisen.59

Unpublished manuscripts of ‘History of Japanese Silk Spinning’ (Honpo kenshi boseki shi
kohon) in the bulletin of Kenshi boseki kyokai, XXVII, June 1934, p.2.
57 Yuki YAMAUCHI, ‘The Expansion of the market of meisen and the structure of fashion
communication in the 1920s’, in Business History Review, 44-1, June 2009, pp.3-30.
58 Wajiro KON, Introduction to the study of modern societies (Kogengaku Nyumon),
Chikuma Bunko, 1987, p.128. Kon also points out that women not wearing kimono were
only 1% of the total. Op. cit., p. 124.
59 YAMAUCHI, op. cit., p.5.
56
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Figure 4 W omen in meisen
(Source: Left: ‘A woman combing hair’ by Goyo Hashiguchi, 1920.
Right: ‘This Beauty’, a publicity poster for Mitsukoshi Mercer Store,
by Goyo Hashiguchi, 1911, Kagoshima City Museum of Art)

A newspaper reports that the rivalry between Isezaki and Tango reflected the
competition between Fujibo and Kanebo in 1912.60 Though the market of Isezaki was
monopolized by Fuji Gas Spinning (Fujibo) and the amount of their supply, including
that of Kiryu and Ashikaga, accounted for 40% of the Japanese market, Kanebo, after
participating in the spinning and marketing of silk and opening of a mill in Kyoto in
1908, was chasing its rival in the market of Isezaki.
The Great Kanto Earthquake of 1923 triggered the department stores’ decision to
expand their potential clients to target people from middle and high classes to ordinary
people. The diversification and the depreciation of commodities made them deal in meisen.
Even during the 19th century, the Shinmachi Spinning Mill was disposed off to Mitsukoshi,
which is understandable in the context of the countermeasure, taken by one of the biggest
mercer stores which had newly established a western-clothes division, against the
depreciation. Also in 1919, one of the branch stores of Mitsukoshi purchased a

Tango-Chirimen mill from Tango.61

60
61

Naigai Shogyo Shinpo Newspaper (内外商業新報) of July 29 of 1912.
YAMAUCHI, op. cit., p.11.
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Until 1909 Japan was importing 4.2 tons of spun silk every year from Italy and
France. As you can see in figure 5, at the beginning of the 20th century, Europe and the U.S.
had more spindles than Japan. Figure 6 indicates that in 1910 the position of Japan in the
spun silk trade was inversed; it became an export country instead of an import country.62
During the five years from 1911 through 1915, the amount of exported spun silk yarn
increased from 189.5 tons to 346.3 tons. The main destination for export was India, the new
market taken from the historic supplier, Italy. This tendency was strengthened according to
the outbreak of WWI, which forced the main European silk-producing countries to refrain
from supplying. During this period, because of the lack of imported machinery, Japan was
forced to substitute the import by industrializing.
In 1917, the share of the spindles for Japanese silk spinning in the world was 25%,
though the number was only 10% of that of spindles for cotton in Japan. In the 1910s,
introducing the power looms and diversifying the use of silk spun yarn to other products,
such as habutae, Japan succeeded in expanding its export market to India, Britain, France,
and U.S.
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Osaka Jiji Shinpo Newspaper (大阪時事新報) of the April 29, 1919.
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Figure 7 shows that, during the period 1914-1926, Japan finally became the
country with the largest number of spindles. A newspaper of April 21, 1925 reports that
the amount of exported silk waste by April 15 was 3,330 tons, which was less than that
of the same period of the prior year by 480 tons. It analyses that this phenomenon was
caused by the price of silk waste, increasing to an unusual level and by the steadily
growing domestic demand for silk waste. Wholesalers tended to refrain from selling the
goods.63
France was the biggest silk waste consumer country even in the Bourbon
Restoration Period. Before the spread of the epidemic disease pebrine in silkworms, the
main resource for the industry was produced in France and supplemented a little by Italy.
In the latter half of the 1870s, the amount of import increased suddenly, and the ratio of silk
spinning to silk reeling leapt up from 60% to 95% between 1865 and 1934.64
So France shifted to import the resource and continued to develop the silk
spinning industry through vague de rationalisation. France opened its import market to the
silk waste initially from India, and later from China and Japan, and re-exported spun silk to
the world market. Between 1911 and 1922, half of the silk waste from Japan and one third
of that from China were exported to France. Then one fourth of all the imported waste was
re-exported mainly to European counties, including Switzerland, Belgium, Germany,
Britain, and Italy.65 Silk spinning grew up to be a significant export industry in France
until the 1910s and continued to develop as an export industry until the 1920s.
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Naigai Shogyo Shinpo Newspaper (内外商業新報) of April 21, 1925.
MARKOVITCH, L'industrie française de 1789 à 1964 - Conclusions générales. Novembre
1966, p.41.
GUÉNEAU, op. cit., pp.234-35.
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Figure 8 indicates that, until 1924, France produced more spun silk
yarn than Japan. Somehow between 1925 and 1934, the center of production moved to
the Far East. Despite the diffusion of rayon use from the 1920s, how did Japan
maintain its silk-spinning industry until the 1930s? (See also figure 9.)
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Hamazaki explains that this way due to improvement of the quality of spun
silk yarn, flexibility of production on order, and diversified use of spun silk yarn of good
quality, such as Fuji Silk.66 Fuji Silk was the first textile made of only spun silk yarn by

Fujibo and it was used as cloth lining or men’s shirts.67 Until 1925, one third to one half of
silk waste was exported as spun yarn. Eventually they started exporting finished silk
products.
At the peak of the industry, in the 1930s, there were 15 silk-spinning companies
and 32 factories. Figure 8 shows, in 1935, Japan had 440,964 spindles and its spun silk yarn
output was more than 7,360 tons.68 According to Figure 9, the ratio of Japanese spun silk
yarn output exceeded 60% of the world output in 1930. Spun silk was used as the weft for

Isezaki-Meisen, Tango-Chirimen crepe silk, and even Nishijin silk fabrics. From 1926 to
1935, they were producing 118,000,000 - 147,000,000 yards of meisen per year.69 They even
tried to substitute the weft for high-quality Habutae with spun silk, namely Fuji-Silk that,
known as parachute silk during World War II.
Now all the spinning mills have gone except for Shinano Kenshi (Shinano silk yarn).
It is the last company that was originally established as silk-spinning mill. They are still
producing spun silk yarn in Thailand, diversifying their business.

5. Conclusion
As we have seen in the previous section, the silk-spinning industry introduced by
a mediator opened up a path for the popularization of silk consumption and dissemination of
sericological scientific knowledge in Japan. The ‘scientific’ report of Bolle, the director of the
Austrian sericulture experiment station, shows us the long-standing companionship with
HAMAZAKI, op. cit., p.88.
Fujibo played the vital role in the first phase to promote the export of spun silk yarn in
Japan. See S. MATSUMURA and T. ABE, ‘Wada Toyoji and Fuji Gas Spinning Co.’ in
the departmental bulletin (Kindai Nihon Kenkyu) of Keio University, X, 1993, p.137.
68 Nihon Kenbo Kyokai, Nihon kenboshi jigyo gaikan, 1980, p. 181.
69 Unpublished manuscripts of ‘History of Japanese Silk Spinning’ (Honpo kenshi boseki shi
kohon) in the bulletin of Kenshi boseki kyokai, LXXXV, April1939, p.8.
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Sasaki’s family and his observation of Japanese people in sericulture. He describes the root
cause of success in sericulture of Japan not as interest but as ‘true and innate passion,’
‘innate intelligence’ and ‘the love for [cocoon] breeding’ with ‘minute attention’. 70 The
diligent attitude and behavior of the people were suitable for introducing new technology
and promulgating it.
The production facilities for the silk-spinning industry are quite similar to those
of the cotton industry. The industrial operation for spinning is much more complicated than
that for reeling. After WWI, import substitution industrialization emerged also for silk
spinning machinery and created good ripple effects in other related fields. Employment and
wage patterns were more leveled in the spinning industry than in the reeling industry.
From the consumer point of view, in the 1920s, even when sales for cotton
products weren’t growing, cheap spun-silk goods sold well. That means people of that time
didn’t only seek cheap prices, but they were, actually, in need of ‘silk-like’ cheap and
flamboyant kimono. In other words, meisen aroused the desire for such products through the
modern retailing system of department stores and local wholesalers. The craze for meisen
symbolizes the arrival of a newly nascent consumer society.
Though the object of the desire was switched to rayon, the desire itself didn’t
disappear. It can also be said that the silk spinning industry created the market for rayon.
In this sense, the spun silk made the modern fashion industry. Even though the industry
was taken over by rayon, the combination of traditional handicrafts, industrialization and
depreciation caused changes in Japanese society with increasingly lighter and cheaper silk
cloth until the issue of the Regulation of the Production and Sale of Luxury Items in 1940.
Beyond the creation of cheap fashion, silk waste made another impact on
Japanese culture. Muneyoshi Yanagi (also known as Soetsu Yanagi) who founded the

mingei (simple utilitarian folk craft) Folk Art Movement in the 1920s and 1930s, was the
first to appreciate and value the beauty of hand-spun, hand-woven, and hand-dyed tsumugi,
especially Yuki tsumugi.71 Since 1975 tsumugi has been granted protection and aid by the
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BOLLE, La bachicoltura nel Giappone, Gorizia, 1898., p.iii e p.6.
Yuki tsumugi is produced in the cross-border area between Gifu and Ibaraki Prefectures;
namely Oyama, Shimotsuke, Chikusei, Shimotsuma and Yuki cities, 60km north of
Tokyo. It was registered as UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage in 2010.
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law for the promotion of traditional craft industries throughout Japan. With this
government protection, a part of mingei became paradoxically a high-end art created by
‘national living treasures’ using imported silk waste. The chic, unique and luxurious
aesthetic sense of modern tsumugi led it to the market for luxury goods.
When we discuss the adoption of European style clothing, we tend to exemplify
the process with the uniforms, the suits, and the dresses. However, prior to adopting the
overall European style garment, there were two other stages of the interference of cultures;
‘Japanization’ in European style dress and adopting European elements in kimono culture.
The first phenomenon was seen in fashion in bustle dresses made of traditional

kimono cloth in the latter half of the 1880s.72 The second stage was the vogue of meisen
with western motif between 1920s and 1930s. The second phenomenon seems more
impressive because of its broad-based acceptance in the society, realized by the technology
and the depreciation. Women of that era could select meisen with adventurous designs of
bold colors because of the relatively cheap price.
The consumption propensity isn’t dependent only on the difference among sources
of fiber, but also on the purpose of use, sense/impression of use, colors, designs and labels on
the product. Bordering on fabrics of different quality, culture, and history, spun silk could be
a great example to study.
Needless to say, until recently, all textile goods were consumer durable products
in Japanese society. To understand the whole life cycle of a consumer product, we need to
reconsider of the linear economic process of production, distribution and consumption,
incorporating the spiral recycling aspects of secondhand clothing and textile waste.
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